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In his most extraordinary book, “among the great clinical writers of the twentieth hundred years”
(THE BRAND NEW York Times) recounts the case histories of patients lost in the bizarre,
apparently inescapable globe of neurological disorders.Oliver Sacks’ who are no longer in a
position to recognize people and common objects;s The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat
tells the tales of individuals suffering from fantastic perceptual and intellectual aberrations:
patients who have lost their thoughts and with them vast majority of their pasts;the struggling,
afflicted, fighting human subject. whose limbs have grown to be alien; who've been dismissed
as retarded yet are gifted with uncanny artistic or mathematical talents. They are research of
lifestyle struggling against amazing adversity, plus they enable us to enter the world of the
neurologically impaired, to assume with this hearts what it should be to live and experience
because they do.” An excellent healer, Sacks under no circumstances loses sight of medicine’ If
inconceivably unusual, these brilliant tales stay, in Dr.s splendid and sympathetic informing,
deeply human.s ultimate responsibility: “ who are stricken with violent tics and grimaces or who
shout involuntary obscenities; Sacks’
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Oliver Sacks simply because Edgar Allan Poe That is my first book by Oliver Sacks. I must admit
I was expecting even more science, much less "novel." Dr.to be observed as psychoses, or even
to be brodcast mainly because religious revelations, rather than taken to physicians. Among one
of is own best sellers may be the book THE PERSON Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other
Clinical Tales where he compiled several of his most interesting clinical tales using his former
patients that suffered from a number of different neurological disorders."What then of the
opposite - an execess or superabundance of functions? Sacks also adopted up his claim by
providing evidence of a test he ran on Mrs."Neurology's favourite word is 'deficit', denoting an
impariment or incapacity of neurological function: loss of vision, reduction dexterity, loss of
identification and myriad other lacks and losses of particular functions (or faculties)."2) In the
"Execess" find five "stories".The book includes four parts:1) Losses2) Execess3) Transports4)
The World of the SimpleEach section pertains to a different group of neurological problems
producing a mental disorder. P, their life becomes completely abstract and computational. The
chapter on Witty Ticcy Ray was very informative. Sacks effectively explains the ideas of losses
in neuroscience, the idea of excesses, the idea of transports and the globe of simple. An
example of a reduction will be visible agnosia which in the case of Dr. not really agnosia, but
hypergnosia; and all the other 'hypers' we are able to imagine. On the other hand, it helps
established the tone for all of those other clinical tales which ultimately shows tales about
neurological disorders simply as wild as Dr. Funny and educational book A classic book,
extremely indicated for all Among the books that changed my life Oliver Sacks is my favorite
article writer and scientist...'transports' - often of poignant intensity, and shot through with
personal sense and meaning - have a tendency to be observed, like drimes, while psychical:
seeing that a manifestation, perhaps, of unconscious or preconcious activity.Altogether, Dr.."and
next"..The fourth part of the book is easy, where Dr. Sacks writes in a literary style and loves
multiple complex sentences that produce the argument certainly richer, but also
elaborate.Neuroscience is presented in this last section by Dr. Dr. Sacks describes cases of
individuals whose neurological disorders outfitted with extraordinary abilities, such as for
example "seeing the quantities," eidetic memory, an excellent feeling of smell, etc. (Ie. brilliant
savants). P as his first patient mainly because his book title since it sets the precedent to the
rest patients in his collection of scientific tails. Sacks often identifies the analysis of well-known
Russian psychologist A. R. Luria. Sacks providing different case research of individuals who all
live a simple and innocent lives due to their mental retardation. Sacks style of reasoning, not
really everyone should it. The last case study of the portion of simple displays the tale of an
Autistic boy named Jose who is known as “The Autistic Artist. Bob Wendorf. Book Review Oliver
Sacks was a neurologist who have wrote several different best-retailers that delved into further
understanding the capability of the human brain. He wrote his best-sellers using his assortment
of cases of sufferers who experienced from different neurological circumstances. So, if you want
a simple reading, you will be a little amazed. In his book, he divided the instances into four
different categories; It is also a good warning on the restrictions of medical decision
manufacturers. This review will additional analyze the name of the reserve, the different
neurological disorders that are split into the four different categories which will after that be
reviewed categorially by examining the ways that neuroscience is present in the book. Yet they
are utilized by a kind physician who was not trying to damage demean or denigrate anyone. The
title permits some curiosity on the reader’s behalf which entices them to read the publication
because they want to know what sort of neurological disorder stops the individual from
recognizing faces and mistaking their wife for a hat. O’C she was hearing Irish music in her



mind which stuffed her with personal feelings of her past which allowed her in ways to transport
back again to her childhood.The second portion of the book is excesses, where Dr. I believe it’s
fitting that Dr. Sacks argument about Haldol, could have been to have already been provided
with a more elaborate explanation in the ways in which Haldol helps the neurotransmitters
restore chemical substance balances in the mind.In his book, Dr. By presenting the person in
charge of the title of the reserve in the 1st chapter, it doesn’t leave the reader thinking which
patient mistook their wife for a hat."3) The chapter "Transports" describes 6
instances.Neuroscience is presented in the case of Mrs.Generally, the book was perfectly written
and easy to understand. I’ve currently bought another of his books. The first section of the
reserve is normally losses, where Dr. Too much to think about with regards to mental
complications. we consider their excesses - not really amnesia, but hypermnesia; The
presentation makes sense with my current knowledge of neuroscience because from what I’ve
discovered in class it had been that the  Haldol helped control his ticks and helped him
assimilate into everyday existence. P was unable to distinguish faces, he still found a way to
continue his everyday life with minimal interruption by using the help of music to guide him in
his life. nice case descriptions but Oliver Sacks describes his approach to his patients' as well,
including his personal thoughts beyond the case involved. P’s case excessively. Because Dr. P’s
gets the inability to recognize faces, this means that his considering is even more abstract and
mechanical. Dr. P’s thinking is more computer like because his brain is usually classifying and
categorizing the faces he views. Sacks makes relating to the different skills of several different
individuals with mental retardation and what they are able to achieve despite their restrictions is
backed up properly and well explained by providing different illustrations of all the different
patients. P’s case is normally a prime exemplory case of why it’s very important to not only the
brain to classify and categorize factors, but also having continual judging and feeling. If any of
these components are missing in the human brain, people become pc like, simply as Dr. P. O’C
in various ways."and next". If you don’t have a medical background this will specifically end up
being hard for you. Sacks claim concerning that such disorder makes patients computer-like is
accurate and valid because after making that claim, he follows up with the reader by displaying
another short case of visual agnosia that allows the readers to compare both patients and
understand how complex visible agnosia is. Sacks quickly introduces us to the individual
responsible of the name of the book during the first chapter. Sacks describes neurological
disorders which have a superabundance’s of features. Dr. O’C was caused by temporal lobe
seizures because of a stroke the right temporal lobe. It wasn’t until Witty Ticcy Ray got started
on a new medication known as Haldol which allowed him to live his existence with minimal
interruption along with his disease by finding the appropriate dosage that worked for him. Could
Not Put It Down! To begin with, Dr. Sacks begins by explaining that Tourette’s individuals
possess disturbances in the instinctual bases of behavior in the brain. For starters, it shows the
effect of a stroke in the brain and because of the location of the stroke happened in the right
temporal lobe, it allowed for temporal lobe seizures to occur that was the reasoning behind
hearing music and transporting to previously memories. The demonstration of neuroscience in
the case of Witty Ticcy Ray is practical with my knowledge of neuroscience because it helped
me know how Tourette’s Syndrome works due to the fact that the areas affected are the areas
that control personality which in turn with Tourette’s is definitely expressed through different
sort of ticks.Additionally, the procedure for Witty Ticcy Ray’s Tourette’s was a medication called
Haldol. Although Dr. Sacks do well presenting different individuals which helped me understand
the different ways that neuroscience works in the world of simple. Dr. This gives types of weird



situations where common ailments have transformed something in someone's brain. The one
thing I'd have liked to observe from Dr. Sacks chose Dr.The third area of the book is transports,
where Dr. How we deal with the mentally handicap and how we may not even notice the gifts
they possess because all we see is the deficit. A good example of transports which in the case
of Mrs. In the case of Witty Ticcy Ray his Tourette’s was extremely debilitating because his tics
had been uncontrollable and unorthodox. In the case of Mrs. Dr. Mrs. O’C Irish music in her mind
was resolved on its own with time but it displays how some neurological conditions are able to
transport patients back again to forgotten memories. P’s case. When people suffer from visual
agnosia, just as Dr. Such areas affected are the thalamus, hypothalamus, limbic system and
amygdala which is definitely where all of the determinants for character can be found at. P, it
took away his ability to distinguish faces. O’C had correct temporal lobe seizures, it makes
sense that she would hear music in her head. With this modern sensibilities the usage of these
words could cause some to foam at the mouth. When Mrs.temporal lobe  A good example of an
surplus will be Tourette’s syndrome which is certainly when a person has an excess quantity of
nervous system energy which transpires into creation of strange motions and notions such as
tics, compulsions, and etc.1) In the "Losses" the writer describes nine situations. I really like his
books, humor and storytelling. Which further proved his state concerning the temporal lobe
seizures and their impact on the mind.. Sacks introduces several different patients who are
believed “simple” because they have problems with different types of mental retardation.
Although Dr. This was a distinctive one-of-a-book when it came out at least and I loved it for
introducing me to the wonderful peculiarities of the mind! Sacks brings about their personal
strengths in each of their case and shows how these patients are able to thrive despite their
neurological restrictions."4) And by the end of "The World of the Simple" (four "stories").Dr.
Although, their globe might be basic; that doesn’t imply that their mind doesn’t function. Dr.
Haldol works by assisting to restore the balance of certain natural substances in the brain such
as for example neurotransmitters. Besides, there are plenty of similar books, though written
from a different perspective than neurological such as for example "Tales from the Couch: A
Clinical Psychologist's True Stories of Psychopathology" by Dr.” Although he was mentally
retarded and unable to speak, that didn't make him an imbecile because when asked to pull
images, he drew those same pictures differently and amazingly. The argument that Dr. Dr..
Sacks collection of various different scientific tales makes for a fascinating yet useful
neuroscience read. Dr. Sacks effectively examines the non-public aspect of neurosis by
producing his book an easy browse by incorporating empathy with clinical jargon. Dividing the
publication into four split parts permits the reader to obtain an understanding of how different
neurological diseases come in all sizes and shapes. Dr.. All the different sufferers that were
included in the different sections made it easier to understand the different neurological
diseases being explained since it allowed the reader to find different examples of how
neuroscience takes on a giant role inside our everyday lives. A cult basic! Sacks labels these
sufferers as “simple” they completely outgrow that label because Dr. A must-have for any brain
nerd! Very interesting Very interesting stories Thought provoking Everything arrived promptly
and as advertised. Only read this if you’re in the medical field This book is a tough one to read.
Sacks describes neurological disorders which have a certain sort of loss within their
neurological functions. Sacks describes neurological disorders of sufferers that have problems
with altered perceptions which allows them to transport back to a moment within their past by
reminiscing with no warning. I read this reserve for an English independent reading project..
Another thing to note is Doctor Sacks usage of the words freak, idiot, moron and retard.is



involved in major auditory perception, such as hearing, and keeps the primary auditory
cortex.For starters, the book title The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Additional
Clinical Tales is incredibly fitting since it conveys the essence of the reserve. We moderns aren't
the bench mark of morality in the whole of civilization. A great read. Perhaps just a little
technical but with a good phone near by you can research what you don’t understand. Because
the book was divided into four different classes, it allowed for the publication to be incredibly
organized because the situations either fell right into a losses, excesses, transports and simple
categories. A fantastic book. Dr.Neuroscience is presented regarding Witty Ticcy Ray in several
different ways. We are therefore quick to “treat” people without requesting them if they would
like to be healed. I expected the reserve to describe many interesting patients and their
diagnoses. This book exceded my objectives with the interesting real life experiences the
physician had along with his patients and also detailed clarification of why his patients were
encountering these interesting symptoms. One important thing in the text that was very
prominent was that most of his sufferers had unfortunate illnesses or problems but rather they
helped the individual have a concealed powers that many believe had been miracles. I would
suggest this publication to anyone who is interested in the medical field and mental illnesses.
Sacks promises of Haldol working on Witty Ticcy Ray’s Tourette’s demonstrates a further
knowledge of neuroscience. This publication also gives a detailed explanation of what exactly is
happening to the patient which is very helpful and interesting for folks thinking about the
medical field.Neuroscience is presented in Dr. This book is among the few that transformed my
entire life and attitude towards people. He loves to quote from sources such as for example
philosophy, but his very own description of his approach leaves a more sensitive reader
speechless in disbelief. It is a good reserve for the case descriptions. loses, excesses, transports,
and simple. btw, oliver sacks is definitely British, which might explain the particular perception
he offers of human presence.". O’C where he electrically stimulated the proper temporal lobe
and triggered her to hear music. This is where his composing shows extremely clearly his
restrictions as a humanist, as an ethical individual.
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